Education board meeting ons 9 feb 2022. At 15:00

Present: Johannes Samuelsson, Per Nilsson, Tryggve Lundberg
Oscar (MA2), Fredrik (MA1), Moa (BA3), Tine (BA2)

Per Nilsson introduced himself and informed about two ongoing recruitments:
- A new technician for the workshop
- A new lecturer (lektor) in fine art

Johannes talked about thoughts with future Education board meetings: i.e. that it is a tool for joint planning for the next semester. Johannes will coordinate the joint activities. In the autumn, there is a budget for a workshop week and an extra-resource teacher, in recent semesters extra resource has been Gerd Tinglum. It is also budgeted for 3 Monday lectures (except travel and accommodation). In the spring, there are i.a. budget for two workshop weeks. In addition, there is faculty money to apply for that the school sometimes receives, the workshop in public art with Peter Lundström was one such.

Tryggve informed about the workshop in clay on a larger scale on 23 - 27 May that he is planning, no teacher set yet.

From BFA2
- Tired of zoom.
- Thinking about parking how you could take it further? Come to the conclusion that it would go through the local student union to the student union on campus.
- Can the Monumental be organized differently? So that you can work several there at the same time when there is no exhibition there? A booking schedule at the door? Johannes and Tryggve will check with Robert.
- Students were are happy with Viktor Rosdahl’s painting workshop but would like an opportunity to work a little with color also in a short workshop. (10 students from different classes joined Viktors workshop)
- Suggestions for guest teachers in painting are Anna Kristensen and Duda Bebek.
- A question about how the alcohol situation is at school. Is it possible to apply for an alcohol permit? Johannes checks with Robert.

From BFA3
- There is only one computer with adobe audition could this program be on all school computers? Johannes checks with Robert.
- Lots of stuff in the corridors: A question for the work environment representative?

From MFA1
Is the autumn planned? Is there any info to get all-ready? The class think it’s not enough teaching hours with Kristina and are very happy that Lina Selander is coming as guest teacher.

Further from Tryggve: Informed that he we hold shorter basic workshops.